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Corona from a Water Drop*

W. N. ENGr. isa**
Depcrtment of Physics, University of California, Berkeley, California

(Received March 8, 1948)

Studies with a water drop point in a point-to-plane gap have yielded important results.
Such a point has a very low secondary electron emission coeScient, and for the first time a
large difference in positive and negative intermittent onset potentials in air, due to this, has
been observed. The luminosity obtained with a negative drop point and the complex oscillo-
graph pulses on both polarities have been accounted for by considering positive corona from
charged droplets leaving the water point and assuming that true negative corona from a
water surface is impossible. The space charge weakening of the field about a positive point,
long assumed to explain the disappearance of the pre-onset streamers, is here confirmed by
the reappearance of a stable drop point well above the initial potential required for disruption
of the water surface.

A REVIEW of the beautiful experiments of
W. A. Macky' on the disruption and

sparking of water drops in an electric field had
indicated certain peculiar eff'ects which did not
appear to be consistent with the generally
accepted theory of the corona mechanism.
Macky observed that water drops falling in a
uniform field in excess of some 8000 volts per
cm (depending slightly on the size of drop)
became distorted. The induced positive end was
drawn out into a fine point which emitted a
spray and characteristic streamer-like corona
processes. The induced negative end of the drop
showed some pointing, but was mostly clearly
defined and had a faint glow superficially re-
sembling the negative point corona.

In view of the fact that the water surface
should be a notoriously poor secondary emitter
under positive ion bombardment, since it is a
polar substance with no free electrons, it was
fe1t that further study with stationary positive
and negative water points, where the various
techniques used with metal points could be
applied, might throw important light on funda-
mental corona processes. Many years ago J.
Zeleny' made a careful study of the eR'ects

obtained with positive and negative drop points,
especially the former. He used liquids of different

*The analysis of the data from this experiment was
done under Contract No. N7QNR295, T.O. 11 with the
OfFice of Naval Research.**Eastman Kodak Fellow.' W. A. Macky, Proc. Roy. Soc. 133, 56S (1931).' J. Zeleny, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. V1, 18 (1914) and
Phys. Rev. 15, 102 {1920).

surface tension and a number of gases. This work
was done before cathode-ray oscilloscopes and
other modern instruments were available so that
at that time the mechanism of the corona was
little understood. Thus these excellent observa-
tions could not answer the questions at hand.

APPAI4LTUS AND TECHNIQUE

In these experiments, as in all corona onset
studies, the field strength at the electrode surface
and outward is the important parameter. This
field depends critically on the radius of curvature
of the drop. The problem of using such a variable
point was not easi1y solved. Difticulty was
encountered in obtaining uniformity and sta-
bility of the drop without field at atmospheric
pressure and below, and application of the field

produced immediate distortion of the drop
ending in its eventual rupture at the point
where surface tension was overcome. In conse-

quence, the available range of drop sizes was
small, and the constant change of drop shape
with potential made it impossible to determine
more than an approximate average value of
drop curvature and field.

Figure 1 shows the disposition of capillary
tube and reservoir to give a liquid "point. "The
remainder of the apparatus has been described
in a previous paper. ' For reduced pressures both
bell jar and reservoir were pumped. In arrange-
ment b of Fig. 1 the capillary was tried with
and without a coating of paraffin wax. At low

' W. N. English, Phys. Rev. 'T3, 170 (1948).
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Fio. 2. Flash time for Edgerton lamp.

FK;. 1. Arrangement of apparatus for water drop
corona studies.

pressures particularly Fig. 1b gave a less stable
drop than Fig. 1a. The latter arrangement is
essentially that used by Zeleny. Results obtained
were the same with both. Resistance of the
water column in Fig. 1a was three megohms for
tap water, 30 megohms for distilled water.
Adjustment of the reservoir height to give
satisfactory results over the whole voltage range
was critical. Generally, the hydrostatic pressure
was varied until a nearly hemispherical drop
was obtained just below corona onset. The
reservoir level would then be about a centimeter
above the capillary tip.

Although boiled distilled water was used,
bubbles would often block the capillary at
pressures below 300-mm Hg. At lower pressures
also, the 6elds for corona onset were lower, so
that the drop was not pulled out beyond the
capillary, and negative corona sometimes took
place from the glass corner. Adjustment of the
reservoir under such conditions usually caused
the drop to become unstable and fall off. These
effects set the lo~er limit of observation at about
200-mm Hg pressure.

The following methods of observation were
used:

(i) Corona gap: visual with 70X telemicroscope

(a) Dark
(b) Steady illumination at 135 degrees

(ii) Corona gap: photographic with Leica at f2,
using Kodak Super XX 61m

(a) Dark
(i) Time exposure

(ii} Moving 61m record obtained by winding
6lm slowly by hand

(b} Illumination at 90' from Edgerton Hash lamp
(50 pf at 1800 volts) with condensing lens.
Flash time was about 300 microseconds (Fig. 2)

(iii) Dumont 241 oscilloscope

(a) Visual

(b) Photographic

(iv) Current-voltage characteristics

EXPEMMENTAL RESULTS

The drop on the end of the capillary will be
referred to as the "main drop" or as the "point, "
the water spray emitted in discharge as "drop-
1ets."

lt should be noted that the lack of exact
control of drop curvature results in variation of
the values of the potential for onset and other
transitions. The values given are a typical run.
A difference of several hundred volts might be
observed under slightly different conditions. The
important item in these studies was the rdative
values of the potential for the occurrence of the
various phenomena. %ith care not to alter
external conditions, these could be obtained to
an accuracy not far short of that reached with a
metal point.

One effect noted was that described by Zeleny'
where the spray onset voltage increases steadily
at 6rst, then reaches a constant value several
hundred volts above the initial onset. This he
ascribed to the removal of surface impurities
which lower the surface tension. Hydrostatic
pressure had a large effect on the spray onset.
Lowering the reservoir ~ cm changed it from
6900 volts to 7500 volts in one instance. Vibra-
tion too played a signi6cant part, and there was
also apparently a variation in the way in which
the main drop "sat" on the end of the capillary
which sometimes caused a difference from one
run to the next. Contamination of the water by
electrolysis may also have entered. All these
factors resulted in a variation of as much as 200
to 300 volts from one run to another, although
if the point were not unduly disturbed a con-
sistency of plus or minus 50 ~olts could often be
obtained during a run of several hours.
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Resents arith a Large Point

A capillary of O. i3-cm outer diameter, giving
a point of about the same diameter of curvature,
was used in the arrangement of Fig. 1b, with a
3.2-cm gap and atmospheric pressure.

Positive Point

Khen the potential was raised to 6800 volts,
groups of positive pulses were observed on the
oscilloscope. These were all of about $000-
microseconds duration and took one of three
forms: increasing amplitude with almost no
"streamer pulses" superposed; constant ampli-
tude with a few "streamer pulses;" and de-
creasing amplitude with many "streamer pulses"
(Fig. 3a). At the same time, under illumination,

very one spray droplets could be seen shooting
from the tip of the main drop, causing an almost
imperceptible wetting of the plane. In the dark,
corona streamers were visible extending a few
millimeters from the point. They were evidently
associated with the spray, for the luminosity
was "coarser" and more intermittent than for a
metal point and was confined to the region out
from the point ~here the spray appeared.

An increase in voltage above the onset gave an
increase in spray, luminosity, and pulses up to
7100 volts. The spray pulses had been changing
shape gradually since onset, the amplitude of
the main pulse becoming less while that of the
superposed streamer pulses increased, until at
this voltage individual streamer pulses occurred
separately. At 7500 volts the transition was

complete, nothing but streamer pulses were to
be seen on the oscilloscope, and the usual bright
streamer "fan" was visible from the darkened
point, with a steady burst pulse corona glow on

the tip of the main drop. With illumination the
main droop was seen to be rounded and stable,
the ejection of water having ceased. This stable
regime was noted by Zeleny, ' but could not at
that time be interpreted in terms of corona
pi ocesses.

As the voltage was raised further, the point
remained stable. The streamer pulses decreased
in amplitude as the steady corona glow on the
point increased until at 9000 volts only an
occasional smaI1 streamer pulse occurred. The
glow on the main drop could now be seen even

with illumination, and it spread and got brighter
as the voltage was further increased, as for a
metal point.

The next transition occurred abruptly at
10,500 volts. The main drop was suddenly and
violently disrupted. Large chunks of water were
tom from its surface and drawn to the ph. ne as
clrops, forming a pudd/e several centimeters
across in a few minutes. Viewed in the dark, a
bright ragged luminosity foBowed the broken
water surface and at times shot out into the gap.
On the oscilloscope large changes in potential
were observed, while streamer pulses appeared
intermittently. Further increase in voltage
merely resulted in more and more water being
drawn out of the capillary. Observations were
inade up to 16,000 volts,

The three voltage regions described above will
be referred to as the "spray, " "stable, " and
"drop" regimes.

Figures 3 and 4 show the oscilloscope pulses.
The sequence of events for a positive drop with
increasing voltage is summarized in Fig. 5. Figure
6 shows dark photographs of the gap and Fig. 7

Hash photographs of the gap. A current voltage

I'ir. 3. Positive. point spray pulses. 6800 volts. Timing
interval in b, c, d is 0.001 second.
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FIG. 4. {Top) Spray pulses and streamer pulses. Timing
interval: 0.001 second. 6900 volts. (Center) Spray pulse,
streamer pulses, and steady burst corona. Timing interval:
0.0002 second. 8000 volts. {Bottom) Electrostatic pulse
due to large droplet leaving point, in "drop regime. "
Am hfication very much less than in "spray" oscillograms.
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curve plotted from three diferent runs is given
ln Fig. 8.

Negative Point

Under the same conditions as above, spray
onset for negative point was 6700 volts. Two
types of pulses occurred on the oscilloscope as
shown in Fig. 9, both of about 1000-micro-
seconds duration, the many-peaked kind being

F&G, 6. {Reading from top to bottom) Dark photograph
of spraying positive point. 3 min. , 7300 volts. Dark
photograph of stable positive point with streamers. 5 min. ,
8400 volts. Dark photographs of positive point in "drop
regime, " with moving film record obtained by winding
film. 1 min. and 4 min. , 13900 volts. Moving film record
of 1-mm diameter positive platinum point showing steady
corona. 8750 volts.

more frequent. Visually, with steady illumina-
tion, 6ne droplets of spray could be seen shooting
into the gap, as for positive point. However, in
the dark, no luminosity could be seen although
it could be photographed in a ten-second expo-
sure. An increase in voltage produced more
frequent pulses of both kinds and more spray.
At about 7100 volts a ragged Ructuating glow
became visible in the dark. It diSered markedly
from that observed with positive water point in
that it occurred intermittently all over the main
drop, instead of being concentrated outward
from its tip. Also it extended a much shorter
distance into the gap and did not show the very
characteristic structure of the negative corona
from a metal point.

Further increase in voltage caused the spray
emission and glow to spread still more over the
point, while the pulses increased in numbers and
amplitude. At 8000 volts spray emission and
ragged glow covered the whole end of the
capillary. About this voltage the "spraying"
gave way to larger drops, which quickly wet the
plane, as in the positive "drop" regime. Visually,
the transition was fairly marked, and at times
the discharge would Ructuate between "spray"
and "drops. " No noticeable change in current or
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oscilloscope pulses accompanied the shift, but
this is not surprising as the current Huctuated
considerably over the whole range and the
oscilloscope screen at this voltage was pretty
v e11 filled with pulses. Observations were carried
up to 9200 volts, the increased voltage causing
increased ejection of water.

A summary of the effects described above is
g-iven in Fig. 5. Oscillograms for several voltages
appear in Fig. 9. Dark photographs of the
corona appear in Fig. 10 and Hash photographs
in Fig. 11. A current-voltage curve plotted from
two runs on successive days is given in Fig. 12,
with the positive curve for comparison. The
current Huctuations were at least twice as great
with negative point.
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Results with SmaH Point

A capillary of outer diameter 0.041 cm was
used, giving a point of about that diameter of
curvature. Observations were at atmospheric
pressure with 3.2-cm gap.

I'osis've Point

No streamers occurred at any voltage. Spray
onset (after initial increase) was at 4000 volts.
"Spray" consisted of single, almost invisible
droplets which snapped o8' the main drop at a
frequency depending on the voltage. Somewhat
above onset the pulses could be synchronized
almost perfectly on the oscilloscope; Fig. 13
gives a tracing of the pattern. No luminosity
could be seen up to 4450 volts, after which a
steady corona glow appeared on the tip of the
main drop and the pulses ceased. The drop was
stable up to 9000 volts where it was drawn out
to twice the capillary diameter. Above this
voltage large droplets would "snap o6" the tip
of t'he main drop at a deliberate rate, increasing
with voltage. Pulses produced here were similar
to those for the large point in the drop regime.

Figure 13 also shows, for comparison, pulses
obtained when smaB drops are forced from the
large positive point by raising the reservoir, at a
voltage below spray or corona onset. The ratio
of positive to negative pulses is 10 to 1 or greater.
These negative pulses are probably due to a
drop shattering process and may be disregarded.

With a small point the fields producing disrup-

FLG. 7. Flashphotographs of positive drop point. a. Dis-
tortion of spraying point. 6700 volts. b. Spray droplets from
spraying point. 6800, 7600 volts. c.Stable drop: streamers.
8600 volts. d. Stable drop: steady corona. 9300 volts. e.
Droplets ejected in "drop regime. " 12500 volts. (Forma-
tion of droplets may be seen. )
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FIG. 8. Current-voltage characteristic for large positive
water point. Three separate runs.

tion of the drop will be obtained at lower
potentials, since the curvature of the drop is
greater. Further, the high field region will be
smaller. In addition, the drop point appeared
unusually stable, ripples and other irregularities



FIG. 10. (Reading from top to bottom. ) Time exposure
and moving film record of negative drop corona. 8100,

'lReed~ g f om roP to bo™lNege&~ve p ' r 9100, 9100 volts. Time exposure and moving 61m record
spra~&"l~at~3~0 81 81~ 9volts Noteto typ s of corona on 1-mm diameter negative platinum point.
of pulse. Timing interval: 0.001 second. 8750, 11900volts.

being altogether absent. Apparently the droplets
from such a point do not succeed in producing
streamer breakdown in the fields available and
the pulses observed are those due to the passage

.of charged droplets across the gap. This is
con6rmed by the similarity to the pulses ob-
tained by forcing drops from the large point by
raising the reservoir, at a voltage below corona
onset. At 4450 volts the normal steady burst
pulse corona appeared on the tip of the main
drop, the space charge accumulation stabilized
the point surface and, as for the larger positive
point, a stable region was observed which here
extended up to 9000 volts. Above this the fields
are again able to disrupt the drop point. VA'th

the small drop point, however, the violent
breaking observed with the large point in the
drop regime was replaced by remarkable elonga-
tion of the point to almost twice its diameter and
a regular snapping of small drops from its tip.
In the absence of strea, mers and of the charging
and discharging of droplets encountered with
the large point, the phenomena at the small
point were influenced primarily by surface ten-
sion conditions which were particularly uniform.

very similar to those for positive point (Fig. 13)
and became regular shortly above onset. Their
frequency was not quite constant, giving a slight
jitter on the synchronized trace. A faint glow,
which Bickered violently, was first visible at
4500 volts. It was close to the point at this and
higher voltages, but ragged and intermittent.

Current-Voltage Characteristics

Current-voltage curves are given in Fig. 14
for positive and negative point. No rapid current
Auctuations were evident on either polarity,

begat'ive Point

Here onset was at 4000 volts, and the behavior
of the point the same as for positive. Pu)ses were

a b C

FIG. 11, a and c. Flash photographs of negative point
showing corona luminosity m relation to point. Time ex-
posure: about 10 seconds. Note the dark space. b. Spray
droplets from a negative point.
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Fzo. 12. Current-voltage characteristic for large negative
drop point from two separate runs with positive character-
istic for comparison. Vertical lines through points show
Obsereed variation in the current.

but there was considerable variation between
readings taken some minutes apart.

There is no significant difference between these
curves and those observed with the large point.
In the absence of streamers and the strong drop
charging and discharging mechanisms just above
onset, the negative currents always lie above the
positive for a given voltage because of the greater
mobility of the negative space charge. The less
conspicuous Ohm's law region may be ascribed
to the normally narrow Ohm's law range for a
smaller point, and also to the fact that space
charges are less effective since a considerable
part of the current is carried by charged droplets.

Intermittent Regime Onsets at
Reduced Pressure

Comparison of Positive and 1Vegative Onsets

The arrangement of Fig. 1a was used, with a
capillary of 0.13-cm o.d. and a 4.2-cm gap.

NEG
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Fm. 13. (Left) Pulses from small negative drop point.
Electrostatic pulses from large positive drop point below
corona onset. (Right) Pulses from small positive drop
point. Pulses from large positive drop point at slightly
below atmospheric pressure.

6000
VOLTS

FIG. 14. Current-voltage characteristics for small drop
point at atmospheric pressure. Dotted curve, negative;
full curve, positive.

From the first observations it was now fairly
clear that the negative water point corona
mechanism must difFer from that for a metal
point. The crucial test lay in experiments at
reduced pressure. The extent of this reduction
was limited by difhculties already mentioned in
obtaining a protruding stable drop. After some
unsuccessful attempts measurements on onset
potential were obtained at pressures of 756, 629,
505, 385, 3j.0, and 206-mm Hg, other conditions
being essentially constant. Positive and negative
onsets were measured alternately, an interval of
three minutes required to change polarity inter-
vening. At 385 mm four consecutive determina-
tions, alternately positive and negative, were
made so as to detect any effect due to changed
point conditions. In each determination the
final steady value of spray onset was recorded
after the initial rise due to surface impurities.
Results are given in Table I. These results
furnish a confirmation of the more elegant
"onset versus pressure" curves to follow, from
which the possibility of spurious results caused
by change in drop characteristics has been
practically eliminated. Since both sets of ob-
servations lead to the same conclusions, the
discussion of the intermittent onset potential
against pressure characteristics applies equally
to Table I.

Curves of intermittent onset voltage, V„
against pressure were obtained, first for a positive
and then for a negative point, by increasing the
pressure slowly from 236-mm Hg, and deter-
mining onset at frequent intervals. These are
given in Fig. 15. The observations for negative
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pressure Onset voltage

756-mm Hg pos. 6450
atmospheric neg. 6250

spl ay
spray

Nature of onset

629

505

385

310

pos. 6450
neg. 6350

pos. 5800
neg. 6100

pos. 5400
neg. 6500
pos. 5400
neg. 6700

pos. 4700
neg. 6400

spray
spray

corona bursts
spray

corona bursts and streamers
spray
corona bursts and streamers
spray

corona bursts
spray

pos. 3400 corona bursts
neg. over 6000 spray

point could not be taken below 420 mm without
changing the reservoir level, owing to corona
from the glass corner of the capillary. The
amplitude of the corona burst pulses at onset,
for a positive point, increased by a factor of
about four as the pressure increased from 206
mm and 505 mm. The amplitude of the streamer
pulses above onset also increased. The pulses
observed at spray onset were very similar to
those previously described for the large point at
atmospheric pressure, except for positive spray
onset at 629 mm. Here no streamers appeared
on the pulses (Fig. 13). It will be noted at once
that at the higher pressures the disruption of
the water surface by the electrostatic forces
occurs at a potential below the normal corona
onset V, . The breakup of the surface then
initiates corona, which complicates interpreta-
tion. On reduction of pressure it is seen that
below 629-mm Hg positive corona onset can
occur without disruption of the water point.

Below this pressure the positive drop exhibits
the normal corona onset phenomena observed
with a metal point, beginning at a voltage which
varies linearly with pressure. On examining Fig.
15 one might at first suppose that even though a
positive corona at reduced pressure started at,
say, 4000 volts, the drop would become unstable
when the potential increased to the dotted line
at 7250 volts. This does not occur, however,
because the space charge from the corona has so
reduced the field that the drop remains stable

well above this voltage. As the potential is raised
further the point will finally be reached where
the field at the water surface is su%.cient despite
space charge, to break it up, and then the
so-called "drop regime" will occur.

The negative drop point behaves very differ-.

ently as the pressure is reduced. Onset is in all
cases due to breakup of the drop, and occurs at
the same potential regardless of the pressure.
It is clear then, that the negative water drop
cannot give the negative corona as'sociated with
a metal point, for the negative metal point corona
onset shows a linear dependence on pressure very
similar to that for a positive metal point (or a
positive water point below 629 mm). This sug-
gests strongly, as already indicated, that a water
point with very low secondary electron emission
cannot give normal negative corona.

DISCUSSION

It now remains to explain the peculiar lumi-
nosity, noted by Macky and in the present
experiments, at a negative drop point. L. B.
Loeb suggested the mechanism which appears to
give the correct interpretation. It is that the
light emission from the negative drop point is
due to positive corona from the induced posi-
tively charged tips of receding droplets in the
high electrostatic field near the point. In fact,
when this suggestion was made it at once drew
attention to the probability that, with both
positive and negative drop points, the droplets
would give the type of corona discharge observed
by Macky in the high field region near the
point. This materially aided in the interpretation
of the oscilloscope pulses and other effects ob-
served. The correctness of this point of view is
borne out by considerations which follow. An
appreciation of the nature and mechanism of the
normal metal point corona will be necessary for
the discussion. This has been indicated briefly in a
previous paper, ' and a full and authoritative
treatment will be found in a forthcoming article
by Loeb. '

Calculations made by Macky and Zeleny as
well as by the writer indicate that with increasing
field intensity the point becomes unstable with
regard to conflict between the electrostatic and

4 L. B. Loeb, J. App. Phys. (to be published).
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surface tension forces at about the potential
observed for onset.

The onset of discharge at atmospheric pressure
must then be ascribed to a disruption of the
water surface resulting in the fine spray observed.
This potential is the same for positive and
negative points and is not directly connected
with any corona threshold for a point of this
size. However, once the point begins to break up
the intense electrostatic field, in conformity with
Macky's observations, will result in electrical
discharge from the spray droplets.

Let us regard the system nf the large positive
water drop point being drawn out by the field
and emitting a succession of minute, positively
charged droplets. The potential is su%cient to
give streamers from the electrostatically de-
formed and breaking point. The droplet finds
itself in a field in excess of 8000 volts per centi-
meter in the neighborhood of the positive point.
In consequence, the droplet will be strongly
polarized as shown by Macky, its own positive
end will be drawn out to a point, and may give
streamers if the field is sufficiently high.

We can envisage droplets leaving the corona
point and experiencing one of several histories,
depending on droplet size and field conditions.
As the droplet leaves a positive streamer from
the point gives it a high positive charge. In
receding from the point with a velocity slow

compared to the positive ions, it will from these
receive an increase in positive charge. Macky
has remarked on the ease with which a falling
drop could receive a large charge in passing
through the corona from a previous drop which
had collected on one of the electrodes. If the
charge which it receives and the field in which
it finds itself are not adequate to discharge the
drop, i.e. , to give secondary streamers from its
lower positive tip, a pulse will be observed as in

Fig. 3a(i) in which the spike is produced by the
primary streamer charging the droplet and the
subsequent rise is caused by collection of positive
ions. The exponential tail is instrumental. In
cases where the drop is of such a size and shape
and in such a field as to give a few secondary
streamers from its lower positive end, one will
observe the kind of pulse shown in Fig. 3a(ii).
Where the droplet finds itself in a high field and
is large enough and has enough charge to produce

a powerful streamer tip at its lower positive end,
it may materially discharge —giving pulses of
the type shown in Fig. 3a(iii).

As the potential on the point is increased (at
7500 volts in our representative case) we reach
the stable regime which appears when positive
streamers and burst pulse corona are generating
a substantial positive space charge. With metal
points this region is characterized by the sup-
pressioo of streamers by space charge and the
appearance of the burst pulse corona as the sole
manifestation at the point. In fact, it was this
disappearance of pre-onset streamers which
called forth an assumption of the building out
of a positive space charge which lowered the
held about the point to a value where streamers
could no longer form. It is to be expected that
the appearance of such a space charge would
reduce the field at the surface of the drop below
the value for disruption. The reappearance of
the stable surface thus beautifully substantiates
this hypothesis of space charge distortion. It
may be noted that Zeleny, without knowledge
of the space charge formations, correctly ascribed
the reappearance of the stable drop to an
increased IR drop in the gap.

With the disappearance of streamers the
ordinary burst pulse corona with characteristic
surface glow occurs, increasing in area over the

5000"

FIG. 25. Onset potential, V„vs.pressure curves. Full
line: positive drop point; dotted line: negative drop point.
Q positive corona onset, point stable. + positive corona
onset, point disrupted. X negative corona onset, point
disrupted.



point surface. In this region, as with a metal
point, space charge limitation of the current
leads to a linear increase of I with V, the Ohm's
law regime of Kip. ~ The symmetry and smooth-
ness of a water point lead to an exceptional
development of this region (Fig. 8).

On further increasing the potential (at 10,500
volts in our example) the field distortion from
space charge is suf6ciently compensated by the
increased potential, and the water surface is
again disrupted with intermittent streamers and
strong burst pulse corona. This regime is char-
acterized by a transition from the linear Ohm's
law relationship to an up-curving I—V plot and
by considerable Ructuation in the current (as
would be expected from the violent disruption
of the point).

With the large negative drop point the pulses
observed were of two types (Fig. 9). The first
closely resembled the Trichel pulses from a
metal point, but the second implied a steady
negative corona for about a thousand micro-
seconds, something which has never been ob-
served with a metal point. This second type of
pulse is nicely explained by assuming that it
represents positive burst pulse corona from the
positive end of a droplet, while the many-peaked
type of pulse would correspond to a series of
streamers from the same positive droplet tip to
the negative point, under slightly difFerent field
conditions. The pulses are difFerent from those
produced by a positive point under comparable
conditions of spraying, because the negative
point droplet is incapable of discharging from its
lower end.

The pulses from a small water point where no
streamers occur are almost identical for positive
and negative polarity. This would be expected
if the primary mechanism were the result of
droplet formation with rather feeble burst pulse
corona.

The luminosity observed with the large nega-
tive point would occur wherever the water
surface was disrupted, and would be separated
from the point by the distance necessary for
droplet formation and development of the
streamer or glow. Such a mechanism, dependent
almost entirely on the surface tension forces

' A. F. Kip, Phys. Rev. 54, 139 (1938).

governing drop break-up, would produce a dark
space and luminosity very difFerent from the
typical glow-discharge-like negative metal point
corona, and whose shape and extent yeas not
materially afFected by pressure change. A dark
space can be seen on photographs of the negative
drop point discharge at atmospheric pressure,
but it was not observed to increase with de-
creasing pressure, an efFect which is very marked
with a metal point, either visually or photo-
graphically. (This evidence is not conclusive, as
the writer had not at that time seen the efFect
with a metal point, and it was not specifically
looked for with the water point; but carefu1
visua1 observations were made at all pressures
used and it should certainly have been noticed if
present. ) Further, there is no sign of the very
characteristic "shaving brush" shaped positive
column, and Faraday dark space of the negative
metal point corona.

A moving film photograph of the negative
drop point shows that the luminosity is inter-
mittent, while for a positive point under the
same conditions of spraying it is continuous. A
comparison with photographs of a positive and
negative platinum point of comparable radius
suggests that this efFect is not merely due to the
normal fluctuations of a negative point corona.
Figures 6 and 10 show typical observations.

The positive and negative current-voltage
characteristics (Fig. 12) coincide in the initial
stages where the mechanisms are similar. The
positive current falls below the negative at the
voltage where streamer pulses are starting to
predominate over spray pulses, as is the ease
with the normal corona for metal points.

In metal point corona in most gases, especially
at reduced pressures where positive streamer
formation is less eScient while the production
of secondary electrons by positive ion bombard-
ment is effective, we observe a threshold for
negative corona materially lower than for posi-
tive. Ia air, probably owing to the efFect of 02
on the work function of the point electrode, the
two onsets are almost the same. For a wateJ'

point in air, negative onset is at least 3000 volts
higher than positive onset. This indicates that
the secondary electron emission coefFicient from
a water point must be exceedingly low, and
suggests that any corona from such a surface
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must be carefully scrutinized before being
attributed to a normal negative corona process.

Corona from Non-Meta1Hc Points

The peculiar characteristics of the negative
~ater point have suggested a review of the eR'ects

obtained with materials of diR'erent secondary
emitting properties, so as to establish a connec-
tion between secondary emission and the char-
acter of the negative corona obtained. Previous
perfunctory work by Kip and others in this
laboratory had shown no noticeable difference
for any of the common metals or carbon in air,
but a more careful study is needed. The need
for such study was further indicated by a rather
surprising effect which occurred with negative
drop points and which hampered work at low

pressures where the eR'ect can occur at fields
insufticient to pull the drop out beyond the
end of the glass capillary. The phenomenon

consisted of a bright brush-like corona, rather
coarse and streaked, which was apparently a
negative corona occurring at high fields from
the glass corner of the capillary and which
produced on the oscilloscope myriads of Trichel-
like pulses of moderate amplitude which looked
like "grass" on the screen. Some work has
already been done on non-metallic points, using
CuO and FeS, which has given a negative corona
threshold from 700 to 900 volts below the posi-
tive. This is in conformity with the recent
considerations of Loeb4 as to the mechanisms of
the two coronas. This subject is undergoing
further investigation.
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